
 

 

 

 

 

 

ITEM: RECOMMENDATION: APPROVAL
REF NO: 3PL/2019/1058/VAR CASE OFFICER Fiona Hunter

LOCATION: ROCKLANDS APPNTYPE: Variation of Cond's
Peels Farm POLICY: Out Settlemnt Bndry
Whitings Lane  Rockland All Saints
Rocklands

CONS AREA: N

APPLICANT: Mr Graham Shadrack
Peels Farm, Whitings Lane

LB GRADE: N

AGENT: Mr Ian Pick
Station Farm Offices Wansford Road

TPO: N

PROPOSAL: Variation  of Condition 2 on pp 3PL/2016/0748/F - to regularise the as built development as it
differs from approved plans

REASON FOR COMMITTEE CONSIDERATION

Application is for EIA development.

KEY ISSUES

Whether the amendments are acceptable, whether the amendments would result in a significant
environmental impact and whether mitigation and/ or monitoring is required.

DESCRIPTION OF DEVELOPMENT

Retrospective variation of condition 2 of planning permission reference 3PL/2016/0748/F "Proposed
expansion to existing pig rearing unit to provide additional pig rearing shed". The permitted development was
for 5 pig rearing units each able to accommodate 1,000 pigs. Each unit was 61m in length, 15.6m in width
and 6.1m in height. The development increased  the indoor pig 30kg and above rearing capacity of the Peels
Farm from 3,200 to 8,200 pigs.

This application seeks to vary the above described consent to the provision of 4 units opposed to 5, in
different positions and with the addition of 6m flues.

The fifth unit not forming part of this application has been erected 30m to the south-south-east of it's
approved permission. Under a separate planning application reference 3PL/2019/1091/F it is proposed that
this unit is retained but is use changed to agricultural storage building with no live stock.

SITE AND LOCATION

Peels Farm is located within the countryside midway between the villages of Rocklands and Lower Stow
Bedon.   The farm extends to some 500 hectares, and includes a complex of traditional and modern farm
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buildings.  The modern buildings are divided into pig finishing pens with a capacity of 3,200 over 30 kg pig
places in addition to the 4 units erected under 3PL/2016/0748 which have capacity for 4,000 pigs. A range of
outdoor framed buildings, with capacity of 8,200 places, accommodate piglets on arrival at the farm.

The site is accessed off Whitings Lane, an informally surfaced road which links Rocklands Road to the north
and Sandy Lane to the south.  There is a County Wildlife Site (CWS), (North of Lower Stow Bedon ref 847),
just to the west of the application site, and a further CWS some 200 metres to the south, (Lower Stow Bedon
ref 811).

EIA REQUIRED

The proposed development falls within Schedule 1, article 17(b) of the The Town and Country Planning
(Environmental Impact Assessment) Regulations 2017 as amended, hereafter referred to as The EIA
Regulations. Spefically, the development is an Installation for the intensive rearing of pigs with more than
3,000 places for production pigs (over 30 kg). The development therefore is EIA development where an
Environmental Statement is required. Due to potential odour, emissions, noise and visual implications from
the variations, the applicant has submitted a new Environmental Statement rather than rely on that submitted
under the original permission (3PL/2016/0748/F).

RELEVANT SITE HISTORY

3SO/2015/0003/SCO - Expansion of pig farm (scoping opinion)
3PL/2016/0748/F - Proposed expansion to existing pig rearing unit to provide 5 additional pig rearing sheds -
Approved 20 Jan 2017
3DC/2017/0047/DOC - Discharge conditions 3,  4, 7, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 3PL/2016/0748/F Conditions - Part
and Full Approval, bar condition 11 - 1 June 2017
3PL/2019/0885/VAR - Amendment to condition 2 to 3PL/2016/0748/F - withdrawn
3PL/2019/1091/F - Retrospective full planning permission for erecting a agricultural storage building - valid
application

POLICY CONSIDERATIONS

The following policies of the Breckland Local Plan, including the Proposals Maps, have been taken into
consideration in the determination of this application. The provisions of the National Planning Policy
Framework and National Planning Policy Guidance have also been taken into account, where appropriate

COM01 Design
COM03 Protection of Amenity
EC01 Economic Development
ENV02 Biodiversity protection and enhancement
ENV05 Protection and Enhancement of the Landscape
ENV09 Flood Risk & Surface Water Drainage
GEN02 Promoting High Quality Design

OBLIGATIONS/CIL

Not Applicable
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CONSULTATIONS

ROCKLANDS PARISH COUNCIL
This application was discussed at a meeting held on 2 September 2019. Rocklands Parish Council are all too
aware of the problems that have been associated with this installation at Peels Farm and the upset that has
been caused to the near neighbours.

We are fully in support of this application which seeks to regularise the Sheds 1-4, (Shed 5 being now out of
production and the subject of a further application). Whilst we feel that this will not solve all the difficulties, it
will correct the mistake that was made in the positioning of the unit and the fact that there will also be 20%
less livestock/movements etc can only be helpful in mitigating some noise and odours associated with the
livestock.

The Parish Council are still not able to definitively assess whether the amendments being carried out to the
remaining sheds will be effective in tackling the odour problems suffered by the neighbouring residents and
businesses.

We are sorry that the Applicant has had so many problems too, and trust that Breckland will also support this
application.
ENVIRONMENT AGENCY
No objection, however, reminds the applicant that if noise complaints are received post permission which are
substantiated outside the site boundary by an EA Officer this could constitute a permit breach and the
requirement to include additional appropriate measures in the operator's Permit Noise Management Plan.

In respect of odour, the introduction of increased fan stack height the submitted modelling shows an
improvement. However, modelling has limitations. As such, de-stocking could be required to enable
compliance with the Environmental Permit.

The extent and position of the 1m earth bund and any acoustic fence/noise attenuation features should be
reviewed so as to achieve the most effective outcome for the nearest residents.
FLOOD & WATER MANAGEMENT TEAM
No comments to make on this application.
NATURAL ENGLAND
No comments to make on this application.
ECOLOGICAL AND BIODIVERSITY CONSULTANT
No objection subject to the implementation of the mitigation and enhancement measures outlined in the
approved Construction Environment Management Plan.
ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH OFFICERS
Deficiencies in the provided reports. Recommended conditions for noise, odour and pests to cover the event
that the development is not covered by an EA permit in the future.
NORFOLK COUNTY COUNCIL HIGHWAYS
No objection, recommends conditions.
HISTORIC ENVIRONMENT SERVICE
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Unlikely to have any significant impact on the historic environment and we do not wish to make any
recommendations for archaeological work.

NORFOLK WILDLIFE TRUST No Comments Received
NORFOLK RIVERS INTERNAL DRAINAGE BOARD No Comments Received
NATURAL ENGLAND No Comments Received

REPRESENTATIONS

Two local representations have been received and summarised below:

A resident living 1/2 mile from the site experienced an odour issue, however in the last 6 months (comment
Feb 2020) there has been no problem and noting when living in the countryside there will be the occasional
smell. CASE OFFICER NOTE: distance is 0.2miles/ 360m.

A further resident raised the following:

-  Operator should not have been put into a position where it may not be possible to meet the noise and
odour limits. Issues at the Full Application stage not properly considered
-  Concern is for the protection of businesses and amenity of neighbours
-  The information for this application show acceptable levels of noise and odour cannot be achieved
-  Visual harm from incorrect building siting
-  Visual harm from proposed introduction of 6m chimneys
-  Screening incomplete and ineffective, soil bund should be extended to screen 4th shed
-  Red line has moved
-  Noise and odour assessment inadequate
-  Buildings are not sealed which will reduce effectiveness of the chimneys
-  Noise and odour levels for nearest receptors remain unacceptable
- The acoustic fence is missing from the application
-  Errors in Environmental Statement

ASSESSMENT NOTES

1.0 Introduction

1.1 The proposed variation would result in the reduction of 1 pig rearing unit and a reduced capacity from
5,000  to 4,000 30kg and above pig places. In addition the remaining 4 units would be positioned 8.8m to the
south of the positions approved under 3PL/2016/0748/F, together with the introduction of 6m flues.

1.2 The application is supported by an Environmental Statement (ES), which scope has been reduced from
that approved under Scoping Opinion reference: 3SO/2015/0003/SCO, as agreed during pre-application
discussion, to cover those aspects affected by the variation as follows: Landscape and Visual Amenity, Flood
Risk and Drainage, Amenity, Noise and Emissions.

1.3 A neighbour has raised objection before and during the course of the application with particular regard to
odour and noise from the development as built and as this application seeks to regularise. This is of
particular importance for this application.
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2.0 Odour, Emissions and Noise

2.1 The ES details that in respect of odour/ emissions that the sought variation would result in baseline of
9.84 European Odour Units, to a maximum 4.63 European Odour Units which represents a 53%
improvement in odour conditions at the nearest dwelling unconnected with the farm. The Council's
Environmental Health Officer has raised a missing table in the Odour Report and that both the full permission
and this variation exceed recommended guidance levels for odour.

2.2 In respect of Noise, the ES details that the proposal results in a 20% reduction in noise generating
activities. The Council's Environmental Health Officer has raised that noise should be assessed in
accordance with  BS4142 (2014) which it has not been, and if it had would exceed the 5dB above
background levels. The Environment Agency (EA) have not raised objection and agreed that the reports
modelling has concluded the level of noise at the site boundary and nearest residential receptor is below the
acceptable daytime limit (43dB). However, the EA also raise that as the noise has been calculated rather
than measured that the complaints may still be received and if these are substantiated outside the site
boundary by an EA Officer, this could constitute a EA permit breach and the requirement to include
appropriate measures in the operator's Noise Management Plan. Furthermore, they recommended that
options are explored for the eastern boundary to ensure the greatest level of noise reduction can be
achieved. To this end, it is recommended that a condition is applied requiring a further Noise Assessment to
be submitted to the LPA with 6 weeks of the decision which assess' whether the eastern boundary 1m bund
should be increased to 2m and should it provide a useful decrease in noise to receptors for the bund to be
increased accordingly within 3 months of such Approval of Details Decision. This is considered reasonable
as permission 3PL/2016/0748/F included a condition for acoustic fencing along this boundary and the
submitted Noise Report is based on calculations opposed to measured on site. A bund is considered to
incorporate more seamlessly with the current landscape opposed to an acoustic fence.

2.3 The Environment Health Officer has recommended that if the application be approved that conditions are
applied which cover the event of the development no longer being covered by an Environmental Permitting
Regime including a Noise Management Plan, Odour Management Plan and Pests. These are considered
reasonable and in the interest of amenity to local residents and businesses.

2.4 The EA concluded that the de-stocking of 1000 pigs from the 5th and most southern unit, closest to
Sandy Lane and the nearest residential receptor should have a positive impact for residents from odour and
noise. This conclusion is concurred with, and that a  20% reduction of pigs on site together with installation of
flues will reduce odour, emissions and noise and will therefore result in an improvement against that
permitted under 3PL/2016/0748/F. For this reasons the variation is considered to comply with Policy COM 03
Protection of Amenity and paragraph 127 of the NPPF 2019.

3.0 Landscape and Visual Amenity

3.1 The 4 units are positioned 8.8m to the south of the positions approved under 3PL/2016/0748/F, together
with the introduction of 6m flues. This will increase the visual presence of these buildings from Sandy Lane,
Whitings Lane and surrounding fields. The 5th building outside of the scope of this permission will be
considered under application 3PL/2019/1091/F.

3.2 The site is not in a protected landscape areas such as a Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty. The site is
screened by a grassed bund approved under 3PL/2016/0748/F. From where Sandy Lane meets Whiting
Lane, only the roof of unit 5 and the tanks of units 4 and 5 can be seen as existing. Immediately to the south
of the site the development is not visible. To the south-east of the site along Sandy Lane, the buildings can
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be seen in part, with the bund and the fall of the land screening over half of the massing of the buildings.

3.3 The bund has already been deemed to be acceptable by the Council under the full planning permission,
and this provides extensive visual screening to the development which this application seeks to regularise.
Where the buildings, flues and tanks can be seen from the public realm, their appearance is agricultural in
nature in muted greens and greys and do not appear out of character for the rural location or offensive to the
eye.

3.4 As demonstrated by the photographs in the Landscape Study, the units can also be seen to the north and
from this perspective they are visually sitting within the wider Peels Farm estate buildings group and due to
distance between the highways and buildings are not significant features within the vista.

3.5 The flues are 6m above the ridge lines, and these are likely to be visible from longer vistas such as
south-east of the development along Sandy Lane. However, as these are tall slim structures in a muted grey
and appear agricultural in nature, the impact is considered minimal to the landscape. The variation is
considered to comply with Policy ENV 05 Protection and Enhancement of the Landscape and paragraph 170
of the NPPF 2019.

4.0 Flood Risk and Drainage

4.1 The site is in Flood Risk Zone 1 and the ES includes an updated drainage strategy. The LLFA have
responded to the application advising that they have no comments to make on this application. The proposed
drainage principles remain the same as approved under 3PL/2016/0748/F, however, has been adapted due
to building positions and increased hardstanding. Water from roofs and clean impermeable hard standing  is
directed to an infiltration basin to the south of the site. The basin is designed to deal with 1:100 year flood
event. Dirty water from hardstandings and muck pads would be directed to underground storage tanks to
minimise pollution risks.

4.2 The drainage system and flood risk is considered to be in accordance with Policy ENV 09 Flood Risk &
Surface Water Drainage and Section 14 of the NPPF 2019.

5.0 Highways

5.1 The reduction of pigs on site by 20% will reduce the traffic associated with the development previously
found to be acceptable under 3PL/2016/0748/F, The Highways Officer advised that the off-site highways
works previously conditioned, other than for the re-grading of Whitings Lane, have been complete and
therefore it is not necessary to re-condition these works.

5.2 They have recommended that the Whitings Lane regrading is conditioned together with securing visibility
splays in perpetuity. These are considered reasonable and necessary. Subject to the application of these
conditions to the decision notice the variation is in accordance with Policy GEN 02,  TR 01 and TR 02 and
paragraph 108 of the NPPF 2019.

6.0 Environmental Impact Assessment

6.1 The development has been considered under EIA Regulations due to falling within Schedule 1 article
17(b). More specifically, the application is a variation to an EIA development permitted under
3PL/2016/0748/F, and continues to exceed the threshold of 3,000 places for production pigs (over 30 kg).
The variation has impact to: odour, noise and emissions; flood risk and drainage; and landscape and visual
amenity and the ES submitted with this application addresses these matters.
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6.2 The ES has been prepared by competent experts and having examined the document it is considered
adequate and contains the information required by regulation 18(3) and (4) of the EIA Regulations.

6.3 The individual topics have been discussed in the preceding Sections and the development has been
found to not have a significant environmental impact subject to the mitigation measures proposed in the ES
and listed below:

- Bunding, native tree and hedgerow planting to mitigate against visual impact, odour, emissions and noise
- Installation of a 6m ventilation chimneys for odour dispersal
- Drainage system including separate system for dirty water to be tankered off-site

6.4 Imposition of monitoring in respect of odour, emissions and noise has been considered, however, as the
site/ development is covered by an Environmental Permit in this instance it would be considered duplication
having regard to EIA Regulation 26(3)(c). More specifically, the Environment Agency will investigate
complaints from residents or businesses and if the Permit is evidenced by their officers to be breached then
further mitigation will be required and as a last resort de-stocking of the maximum number of pigs.

7.0 Other Matters

7.1 A resident has raised that the red line has changed from the full application (3PL/2016/0748/F), this has
been checked and the red line remains the same.

7.2 The resident also raised that as the buildings are not sealed that this will reduce the effectiveness of the
flues. However, the Council's Environmental Health Officer and the EA have not found the submitted
calculations to be incorrect due to this.

7.3 In accordance with the Council's Ecology Consultant, the Construction Environmental Management Plan
approved under approval of details permission reference: 3DC/2017/0047/DOC should be required and
controlled by way of condition.

7.4 A updated landscaping condition is applied to ensure this mitigation continues to be provided.

8.0 Conclusion

8.1 The variation will reduce emissions, odour and noise from the development and will therefore have a
positive impact and is therefore in accordance with Policy COM 03 Protection of Amenity.

8.2 Having regard to the submitted Landscape Study including site photographs from key vistas, the re-
positioned buildings will have a negligible impact on the Landscape and character of the area due to the
bund approved under 3PL/2016/0748/F. The installation of 4 x 6m chimneys will have a minor negative visual
impact which is not considered environmentally significant and is considered acceptable as it will improve the
development in terms of odour reduction together with not being out of character in the context of Peels
Farm.

8.3 The proposed drainage proposals are also found to be acceptable, neither increasing flood risk nor
polluting groundwater in accordance with Policy ENV 09.

8.4 As detailed in Section 6.0 of this report the variation is not found to give rise to a significant environmental
impact subjection to the mitigation listed and which should be imposed as conditions.
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RECOMMENDATION

Approval subject to conditions.

CONDITIONS

1 In accordance with submitted plans NEW 2017
The development must be carried out in strict accordance with the application form, and
approved documents and drawings as set out in the table at the end of this notice and
completed within 3 months from the date of this decision notice.

Reason for condition:-
To ensure the satisfactory development of the site, in accordance with Policy COM01 of the
Breckland Local Plan 2019.

2 Whitings Lane Upgrade
Within 12 weeks of the date of this decision notice Whitings Lane shall be upgraded in
accordance with a scheme to be first submitted to and agreed in writing with the Local
Planning Authority from its junction with C130 Rocklands Road to the site access.

Reason for condition:-
In the interest of highway safety and traffic movement having regard to Policies GEN 02, TR
01 and TR 02 of the Breckland Local Plan 2019 and paragraph 108 of the National Planning
Policy Framework 2019.

3 Visibility Splay
Visibility splays measuring 2.4 metres x 43 metres shall be provided to each side of the
access where it meets Whitings Lane within 6 weeks from the date of this decision notice.
The splays shall thereafter be maintained at all times free from any obstruction exceeding
0.6 metres above the level of the adjacent highway carriageway

Reason for condition:-
In the interest of highway safety and traffic movement having regard to Policies GEN 02, TR
01 and TR 02 of the Breckland Local Plan 2019 and paragraph 108 of the National Planning
Policy Framework 2019.

4 Vehicle Access Provision
Within 6 weeks from the date of this decision notice the vehicular access shall be provided
and thereafter retained at the position shown on the approved plan block plan drawing
number 1249 sheet 4 rev b in accordance with a scheme to be first agreed in writing with the
Local Planning Authority. Arrangements shall be made for surface water drainage to be
intercepted and disposed of separately so that it does not discharge from or onto the
highway carriageway.

Reason for condition:-
To ensure satisfactory access into the site and avoid carriage of extraneous material or
surface water from or onto the highway and paragraph 108 of the National Planning Policy
Framework 2019 and Policies GEN 02, TR 01 and TR 02 of the Breckland Local Plan 2019.

5 Traffic Route
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All traffic shall enter and leave the site from/to the north west via C130 Rocklands Road.
There shall be no direct access from the site onto the unclassified road 33032 Sandy Lane.

Reason for condition:-
In the interest of highway safety and traffic movement having regard to Policies GEN 02, TR
01 and TR 02 of the Breckland Local Plan 2019 and paragraph 108 of the National Planning
Policy Framework 2019.

6 Eastern Boundary Bund
An noise assessment shall be submitted in writing to the Local Planning Authority within 6
weeks of the date of this decision notice. The assessment shall provide noise calculations
for increasing the eastern boundary bund 1m section as detailed in the Noise Impact
Assessment dated 21 October 2019 to 2m. The assessment must include calculations for
increasing the full length of the 1m eastern bund to 2m, however, may also include
calculations for increasing part of the 1m eastern boundary bund to 2m.

Should the assessment identify a reduction in noise levels which would provide a noticeable
improvement to any residential properties or buisness' on Sandy Lane then the eastern
boundary 1m bund will be extended either in part or full in accordance with the LPA approval
of details decision, within 3 months of such decision.

Reason for condition:-
In the interest of the amenity of residential neighbours and business' having regard to Policy
COM 03 of the Breckland Local Plan 2019 and paragraph 170 of the National Planning
Policy Framework 2019.

7 Non-standard drainage condition
Within 3 months of this permission, unless an alternative time frame is first agreed in writing
by the Local Planning Authority, the drainage scheme as detailed in the Flood Risk
Assessment & Surface Water Drainage Strategy Revision 0, August 2019 will be installed
and made fully functional. Thereafter surface water will be dealt with in accordance with the
approved details.

Reason for condition:-
This condition is imposed in accordance with Policy ENV 09 of the Breckland Local Plan
2019 and Section 14 of the National Planning Policy Framework 2019.

8 Odour management plan
Should the development cease to fall within the scope of the Environment Agency permitting
regulations, the use of the buildings hereby permitted for pig rearing shall cease unless and
until an odour management plan has been submitted to and approved in writing by the Local
Planning Authority to demonstrate that odour from the development will not exceed the
Environment Agency recommended guidance benchmark of 3ouE/m3 at the boundary with
the nearest affected domestic property. The odour management plan shall identify all odour
sources and detail how they are to be managed and monitored to prevent odours from
exceeding 3ouE/m3, it shall also detail the establishment of a formal system for recording
and dealing with complaints. The development shall thereafter be operated in accordance
with the agreed odour management plan. The monitoring records associated with the
scheme shall be made available, together with associated documentation, upon request
from the Local Planning Authority.
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Reason for condition:-
In the interest of the amenity of residential neighbours and business' having regard to Policy
COM 03 of the Breckland Local Plan 2019  and paragraph 170 of the National Planning
Policy Framework 2019.

9 Noise management plan
Should the development cease to fall within the scope of the Environment Agency permitting
regulations, the use of the buildings hereby permitted for pig rearing shall cease unless and
until a Noise Management plan is submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning
Authority. The Noise Management Plan shall ensure that the development hereby permitted
shall not generate a noise level measured at the boundary of the site greater than 5dBA
above the background levels of: 38dBA, LA90(60mins) during day time hours (07.00 - 23.00)
25dBA, LA90(15mins) during night time hours (23.00 - 07.00) All measurements to be taken
with a sound level meter of IEC 651 Type 1, or BS EN 61672 Class 1, standard (or the
equivalent relevant UK adopted standard in force at the time of the measurements) set to
measure using a fast time weighted response. Measurements should be taken in
accordance with the procedure specified in BS 4142: 2014 (or the equivalent relevant UK
adopted standard in force at the time of the measurements). It shall also include the
following:

- Restrictions on the timings of deliveries and dispatches of livestock to and from the site
- Restrictions on the timings of deliveries of feed, the loading of silos or feed hoppers on site
- Restrictions on the timings of operation of mechanical equipment for the use of cleaning
and mucking out of buildings
- The development hereby permitted shall thereafter be carried out in in accordance with the
approved management plan.

Reason for condition:-
In the interest of the amenity of residential neighbours and business' having regard to Policy
COM 03 of the Breckland Local Plan 2019 and paragraph 170 of the National Planning
Policy Framework 2019.

10 Pest management condition
Should the development cease to fall within the scope of the Environment Agency permitting
regulations, fly numbers within all of the sheds must be monitored twice weekly between
April and October and once weekly at all other times. Records should be kept of between
April and October and once weekly at all other times. Records should be kept of all fly
control activities including monitoring records and treatment details and made available to
Environmental Protection Officers in the event of a complaint. Any increase in fly numbers
should be addressed immediately in line with current best industry practice.

Reason for condition:-
In the interest of the amenity of residential neighbours and business' having regard to Policy
COM 03 of the Breckland Local Plan 2019 and paragraph 170 of the National Planning
Policy Framework 2019.

11 Ecological mitigation
All development will take place in full accordance with the e CEMP (Construction
Environment Management Plan) for Peels Farm Whitings Lane Rockland All Saints,
prepared by Norfolk Wildlife Services, dated March 2017 first approved under Approval of
Details Permission reference: 3DC/2017/0047/DOC.
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Reason for condition:-
In the interests of maintaining and enhancing biodiversity and ecological value of the site
and surrounding area. In accordance with
Policy ENV 02 of the Breckland Local Plan 2019 and paragraph 170 of the National Planning
Policy Framework 2019.

12 Soft landscaping scheme
Where any landscaping or planting has not been completed in accordance with the details
approved under Approval of Details Permission reference: 3DC/2017/0047/DOC, they shall
be completed within 6 months of the date of this planning permission or within the next
planting season. The approved landscaping details are listed below:

- Landscape Specification, prepared by Broom Lynne dated, 16th February 2017;
- Landscape Plan, drwg no 2016-249-005B, prepared by Broom Lynne.
- Correspondence dated 31st May 2017 confirms that the landscaping will be implemented
between October
2017 and end of March 2018.

Should the eastern boundary bund be required to be increased from 1m to 2m under the
requirements of Condition 6 of this decision notice then the planting should be replaced or
provided on the bund within 6 months of the date of this planning permission or within the
next planting season.

Reason for condition:-
In the interests of the satisfactory appearance of the development in accordance policy
DC12 of the Adopted Core Strategy and Development Control Policies Development Plan
Document 2009 and paragraphs 127 and 170 of the National Planning Policy Framework
2019.
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